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Abstract 

This review delves into the connection among illnesses, drugs, and dry mouth, focusing on the signs and 

treatment approaches. Dry mouth, characterized by decreased saliva production, emerges as an issue influenced 

by various health conditions and medications. Autoimmune diseases like Sjögren's syndrome, metabolic 

irregularities in diabetes, and ailments such as arthritis and high blood pressure contribute to the mouth showing 

up as ongoing dryness, swallowing difficulties, and increased susceptibility to gum problems. Medications 

ranging from blood pressure medications to drugs can worsen mouth, posing challenges to oral wellness. 

Managing this condition requires an approach. For illnesses, a dual strategy involves treating the root cause 

with therapies while also addressing oral symptoms with specific interventions. In cases of medication-induced 

mouth, evaluating medications thoroughly, exploring alternatives when possible, and providing relief for 

symptoms are crucial steps. Stimulating glands and educating on health practices and preventive measures are 

vital components of holistic dry mouth management. Collaborative efforts between dental experts are key for 

care that focuses on conducting medication reviews and tailoring interventions to individual needs. Integrating 

treatments based on patient preferences enhances the effectiveness of care overall. As we learn more, adjusting 

our methods will help enhance the results for patients, highlighting the significance of an individualized 

approach when dealing with mouth. 
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Introduction 

The complex interplay among illnesses, drugs, and 

xerostomia, commonly known as mouth, serves as 

a captivating focal point in both medical and dental 

fields. Xerostomia, characterized by reduced saliva 

production, emerges as an issue influenced by 

systemic conditions and is often linked with 

medication use (1). This detailed examination 

explores the connections between diseases, 

medications, and the occurrence of xerostomia, 

providing insights into the diverse nature of this 

prevalent oral symptom. Numerous systemic 

illnesses have been recognized as contributors to 

xerostomia, highlighting the range of conditions 

that can affect salivary gland function (2, 3). 

Autoimmune conditions, such as Sjögren's 

syndrome, specifically target glands, resulting in 

the development of the mouth. Metabolic 

imbalances related to illnesses like diabetes 

mellitus can impact salivary gland function, adding 

complexity to the causes of xerostomia (4). 

Additionally, disorders like arthritis, systemic 

lupus erythematosus, and high blood pressure have 

been associated with mouth symptoms, 

highlighting the widespread impact of this oral 

issue (5, 6). The connection between medications 

and dry mouth is strong. Involves a range of drugs 

commonly used for various medical purposes (7, 

8). Certain medications, like drugs, for blood 

pressure, mood disorders, mental health conditions, 

and allergies can lead to mouth as a side effect. This 

happens because they affect how the salivary 

glands work or the body's regulation of saliva 

production. In individuals, taking medications 

significantly raises the risk of experiencing 

xerostomia, emphasizing the importance of 

thorough medication assessments when dealing 

with dry mouth symptoms. The relationship 

between illnesses and medications adds complexity 

to how xerostomia presents itself—patients with 

conditions may end up taking drugs that worsen dry 

mouth symptoms independently from their existing 

health issues (9, 10). This intricate interplay 

heightens challenges in maintaining health. 

Requires a deep understanding of how both 

diseases and medications collectively impact the 

occurrence of xerostomia. Healthcare professionals 

need to create plans that cover all angles to manage 

xerostomia and its related issues. The impact of the 

mouth on health is significant, leading to a higher 

chance of tooth decay, mouth infections, and 

difficulties with eating and swallowing (11). 

Saliva, a part of balance, has a key role in 

neutralizing acids, aiding digestion, and protecting 

the mouth lining. When there is a lack or decrease 

in saliva due to mouth, these vital functions are 

disrupted, making people more prone to oral health 

problems. Dentists play a role in identifying signs 

of mouth, taking preventive actions, and working 

with other medical professionals to address the 

underlying causes that can lead to oral health issues 

due to reduced saliva flow. Managing dry mouth 

effectively requires an approach that considers both 

the health factors and medications involved in the 

condition (12). Providing relief often means not 

only treating the root conditions but also adjusting 

medications when possible (13). Patients may find 

help through treatments like saliva product 

stimulants for saliva production or prescription 

drugs made to boost flow. Customized dental care 

practices are crucial in reducing the increased risk 

of tooth decay linked with mouth, while regular 

dental visits are essential for detection and 

treatment. Therefore, the intricate connection 

between illnesses, medication use, and dry mouth 

poses a clinically relevant issue. Understanding the 

relationship among these elements highlights the 

importance of taking an approach to 

comprehending and treating dry mouth symptoms 

efficiently. It is crucial for healthcare professionals 

to work together to recognize and tackle both the 

root factors and medication-induced triggers of 

xerostomia (9, 14). This thorough method is 

essential not only for relieving the symptoms but 

also for avoiding possible dental health issues 

linked to decreased saliva production. As our 

knowledge of the links between health, 

medications, and dry mouth advances, so will the 

approaches for treatment and better results for 

patients. Therefore, this examination seeks to 

explore the connection among Systemic Illnesses, 

Medications, and Dry Mouth. 

 

Method 

We systematically reviewed studies in English 

from 2008 onwards, focusing on the relationship 

between systemic diseases, medications, and 

xerostomia, utilizing the PubMed and Scopus 

databases. The analysis aimed to elucidate 

assessment methodologies and early warning 

systems associated with the impact of systemic 

diseases and medications on xerostomia. Keywords 

such as "systemic diseases and xerostomia," 

"medications and dry mouth," and "assessment of 

xerostomia in systemic conditions" guided our 

systematic search. 

 

Discussion 

The effective treatment of mouth, which is closely 

associated with health conditions and medications, 

requires a personalized and attentive approach. It is 

essential to grasp the ways in which dry mouth 

symptoms can arise from health issues to provide 

tailored interventions. Conditions such as Sjögren's 
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syndrome and diabetes call for a strategy that 

addresses the root cause through treatments while 

also managing oral symptoms with specific care. 

The interaction between health conditions and 

medication-related dry mouth highlights the 

intricacies of treatment. Finding medications with 

side effects and employing methods to alleviate 

symptoms play crucial roles in improving patient 

quality of life. Collaborative efforts among 

healthcare providers, including dental teams, are 

key for care. Conducting a medication evaluation 

to assess the necessity of each drug is fundamental 

in reducing mouth. Techniques like stimulating 

saliva production and educating on health and 

preventive measures further contribute to an 

approach. By integrating therapies and considering 

preferences, clinical management becomes more 

individualized. 

 

Clinical Manifestation 

The impact of diseases, medications, and 

xerostomia on health and overall well-being is 

significant. Xerostomia, which results in reduced 

saliva production, is more than an inconvenience; 

it indicates underlying systemic conditions and 

medication effects. In cases of diseases, xerostomia 

often emerges as a clinical sign. For instance, 

autoimmune disorders like Sjögren's syndrome 

specifically target glands, causing decreased saliva 

flow. This manifests as dryness in the mouth, 

parched membranes, and swallowing difficulties. 

The systemic nature of these conditions 

complicates matters. Underscores the importance 

of understanding how the immune system relates to 

health. Similarly, metabolic disorders such as 

diabetes mellitus contribute to xerostomia (15). 

Amplify its implications. Diabetic individuals with 

diabetes may encounter changes in their saliva 

production, leading to a feeling of mouth. This 

condition goes beyond discomfort, as having a 

mouth due to diabetes can increase the risk of 

cavities and oral infections (16). It is vital for 

healthcare providers treating patients to understand 

the connection between metabolic issues and oral 

well-being, emphasizing the importance of care. 

The connection between health and diseases such 

as arthritis and systemic lupus erythematosus 

highlights the intricate interplay among overall 

well-being, inflammation, and oral health (17, 18). 

These autoimmune disorders not only cause mouth 

but also contribute to oral inflammation and gum 

diseases like gingivitis and periodontitis, 

highlighting how systemic health affects oral 

conditions. In situations involving blood pressure 

and other health conditions, dry mouth may present 

as a symptom, though it might not be immediately 

apparent. Prescribed medications for managing 

hypertension, like diuretics and beta blockers, can 

sometimes trigger mouth as a side effect. This 

particular symptom often goes unnoticed, 

highlighting the importance of reviewing 

medications during health assessments. The subtle 

nature of this symptom underscores the 

significance of healthcare providers considering 

both the condition and its medication effects when 

addressing health concerns. When it comes to 

medication-related causes of mouth, the situation 

becomes more intricate as medications from 

different therapeutic categories can contribute to 

this issue (19). Medications such as diuretics and 

calcium channel blockers used for treating blood 

pressure can potentially affect glands. Similarly, 

antidepressants frequently prescribed for health 

disorders can lead to mouth as a common side 

effect impacting patient adherence to treatment and 

overall well-being (20). Antipsychotics and 

antihistamines play roles in managing allergic 

conditions, respectively, but they also contribute to 

dry mouth through distinct mechanisms. The 

antimuscarinic properties of these medications 

disrupt the function of glands, resulting in the 

clinical presentation of dry mouth. This impact 

goes beyond discomfort by influencing health 

outcomes and shaping the overall patient 

experience. In adults who often take medications 

simultaneously (polypharmacy), the clinical 

manifestation of dry mouth due to medication 

effects tends to be more pronounced. The combined 

impact of medications causing mouth highlights the 

importance of a detailed approach to medical 

treatment. Healthcare providers need to consider 

the pros and cons of medications in relation to 

health, highlighting the importance of involving 

patients in treatment decisions. The connection 

between diseases and medications can worsen the 

effects of mouth. People with health issues may 

face challenges from both disease-related and 

medication-induced dry mouth issues. This 

complex interaction underscores the necessity for 

an approach where healthcare professionals 

navigate the complexities of managing both the 

health condition and its prescribed treatments. The 

impact of mouth on health goes beyond just 

discomfort affecting saliva flow that helps maintain 

oral balance and increase vulnerability to tooth 

decay. This often leads to an occurrence of cavities 

in areas prone to decay. Changes in mouth bacteria 

due to mouth further contribute to an imbalanced 

environment, raising the risk of oral infections. 

Difficulties in chewing and swallowing are signs of 

the mouth that can hinder a person's ability to have 

a diverse and nutritious diet. Clinicians commonly 

hear about mealtime discomfort from patients, 

prompting them to explore causes related to 
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conditions or medications leading to dry mouth. 

This case highlights the significance of 

acknowledging mouth as not a personal concern 

but as a physical sign that can have extensive 

effects on dental health and dietary intake. The 

symptoms of mouth, in relation to illnesses and 

medications, are complex, going beyond just 

feeling a lack of moisture in the mouth. It's crucial 

for healthcare professionals to understand the ways 

dry mouth shows up clinically, as this helps in 

pinpointing its root causes and applying treatment 

plans. Incorporating health aspects into the 

treatment of patients with systemic diseases and 

those taking medications that cause dry mouth is 

vital for lessening the effects of dry mouth and 

enhancing patient well-being overall. 

 

Management 

Managing mouth, which is closely tied to health 

conditions and medications, calls for a patient-

focused strategy. Treatment options are aimed at 

easing symptoms, addressing health issues, and 

safeguarding health and overall wellness. Tailored 

approaches are necessary when dealing with mouth 

caused by illnesses, such, as, in the case of Sjögrens 

syndrome, an autoimmune condition affecting 

saliva production. Treatment typically involves a 

mix of immune suppressants and localized 

symptom management. Saliva replacements, 

mouth moisturizers, and prescribed drugs meant to 

boost saliva production, like pilocarpine, play a 

role in easing discomfort and upholding well-being 

(21, 22). For people with diabetes dealing with 

mouth, maintaining blood sugar levels is key. 

Keeping glucose levels in check can positively 

impact the function of glands and alleviate dry 

mouth symptoms. Moreover, using mouth 

moisturizers and keeping up with visits are crucial 

aspects of managing dry mouth in diabetes. 

Comprehensive care for conditions causing the 

mouth requires teamwork between medical and 

dental experts to address the root issue along with 

its oral effects. Handling medication-induced 

mouth demands a strategy that balances the 

benefits of medications with their potential impact 

on oral health. If medications are identified as the 

reason for mouth, healthcare professionals may 

explore alternative options with fewer side effects 

related to dry mouth. This approach involves 

considering the patient's well-being and looking 

into medications that have a more favorable side 

effect profile. Providing relief from symptoms is a 

part of managing medication-induced dry mouth 

clinically. Saliva substitute lubricants and sugar-

free gum can offer relief by boosting oral moisture 

levels. It's crucial to inform patients about the 

significance of keeping up with hygiene habits, 

such as attending routine dental checkups and 

following thorough oral care routines to reduce the 

increased likelihood of dental cavities and other 

oral issues linked to dry mouth. When 

polypharmacy plays a role in causing mouth, it's 

essential to conduct a review of medications. 

Healthcare professionals need to assess the 

necessity of each drug, taking into account the 

overall health advantages and possible side effects. 

Collaboration among healthcare experts, including 

pharmacists, can aid in making informed choices 

about medication usage to minimize mouth while 

ensuring the best therapeutic results for the patient. 

The interaction between illnesses and medications 

that cause mouth highlights the need for a holistic 

approach to clinical management. For individuals 

dealing with both disease-related and medication-

induced mouth, it is crucial to have a strategy that 

addresses both aspects. The treatment plan may 

include interventions like adjusting medication 

schedules or exploring alternative treatment 

options along with localized measures to relieve 

symptoms and maintain health. Targeted salivary 

gland stimulation is an approach for managing 

mouth. Medications like pilocarpine and 

cevimeline, which stimulate glands, may be 

considered in situations; however, their use 

requires careful assessment of potential side effects 

and individual patient considerations (23). 

Healthcare providers should evaluate the benefits 

of increased saliva production against the risks, 

ensuring a decision-making process based on 

informed choices. Educating patients on health is 

essential, in managing mouth clinically; patients 

must grasp the importance of maintaining optimal 

oral hygiene practices to combat the increased risk 

of dental cavities and oral infections associated 

with reduced saliva flow. Regular visits to the 

dentist to receive treatments and using 

demineralizing agents, are steps in preventing oral 

health issues for people with dry mouth. It's crucial 

for healthcare providers to work together to address 

and manage mouth effectively. Dentists and other 

oral health experts play a role in evaluating and 

overseeing health, implementing preventive 

measures, and working closely with medical 

professionals. Effective communication among 

healthcare providers is key to ensuring a patient-

focused approach that takes into account both 

health and oral well-being when managing dry 

mouth issues like xerostomia. Exploring 

complementary therapies, such as acupuncture, 

dietary adjustments, and hydration techniques, can 

be beneficial for some individuals in easing mouth 

symptoms. However, the effectiveness of these 

methods should be assessed on a basis considering 

each patient's preferences and overall health. 
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Managing xerostomia caused by conditions or 

medications requires a patient-centered approach. 

Tailored interventions that address the causes, 

along with localized treatments to relieve 

symptoms, are essential for management. 

Collaborative efforts between professionals, 

dentists, patient education, and involvement are 

crucial in developing a strategy that enhances oral 

health outcomes and improves the quality of life for 

those dealing with xerostomia. 

 

Conclusion 

The treatment of mouth requires a cooperative 

approach that considers both overall health and 

specific oral factors. Dealing with mouth-linked 

conditions involves a two-pronged approach, 

addressing the root cause while also providing 

relief for oral symptoms. When medications cause 

mouth, it's important to assess them and potentially 

adjust prescriptions. By combining health 

education, preventive measures, and alternative 

treatments, the effectiveness of treatment can be 

enhanced. Collaboration among healthcare 

providers is crucial for patient-focused care. As our 

knowledge of dry mouth advances, refining 

treatment approaches will lead to patient outcomes, 

emphasizing the significance of an individualized 

approach in managing this common oral issue. 
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